Code42 integrations resources

Overview

Code42 offers a variety of integrations to enable you to leverage Code42 features and data in other systems. This page lists resources for integrating with partner systems to get the most out of your Code42 environment.

Watch the short video below to learn how Incydr integrates with other systems. For more videos, visit the Code42 University (https://university.code42.com/).

APIs

The Code42 API provides powerful capabilities for advanced search and configuration options. You can use the APIs to perform a variety of tasks, from performing automated actions to integrating with existing systems.

- Introduction to the Code42 API (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Code42_API_resources/Introduction_to_the_Code42_API)

Python SDK

py42 is the Code42 Python SDK wrapper around the Code42 API. You can use py42 to develop your own tools for working with Code42 data while avoiding the overhead of session or authentication management.
• Introduction to py42, the Code42 Python SDK (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Introduction_to_py42_the_Code42_Python_SDK)

Code42 command-line interface (CLI)

The Code42 command-line interface (CLI) tool offers a way to interact with your Code42 environment without using the Code42 console or making API calls directly.

• Introduction to the Code42 command-line interface (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Introduction_to_the_Code42_command-line_interface)

SOAR, SIEM, and other tools

Code42 integrates with a variety of SOAR, SIEM, and data security analytics tools.

• Install and manage the Code42 app for Cortex XSOAR (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Install_and_manage_the_Code42_app_for_Cortex_XSOAR)
• Code42 for IBM Resilient (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Code42_for_IBM_Resilient)
• Integrate Code42 with LogRhythm (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Integrate_Code42_with_LogRhythm)
• Integrate Code42 with Sumo Logic (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Integrate_Code42_with_Sumo_Lo)
• Integrate Code42 with Rapid7 (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Integrate_Code42_with_Rapid7)

Splunk

• Install and manage the Code42 Insider Threat app for Splunk (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Install_and_manage_the_Code42_Insider_Threat_app_for_Splunk)
• Code42 Insider Threat app for Splunk reference (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Code42_Insider_Threat_app_for_Splunk_reference)
• Install and manage the Code42 Insider Threat app for Splunk (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Install_and_manage_the_Code42_Insider_Threat_app_for_Splunk)
• Code42 app for Splunk Phantom (https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Code42_app_for_Splunk_Phantom)

Workflow automation

Code42 integrates with ticketing systems, human resources systems, identity and access management systems, and more to automate your workflows.

https://support.code42.com/Administrator/Cloud/Monitoring_and_managing/Code42_integrations_resources
eDiscovery

Code42 integrates with Zapproved for eDiscovery to help you streamline and scale legal hold and collections workflows.

- How to integrate Code42 and Zapproved for eDiscovery
- eDiscovery integration guide